Television Includes:
WACO (miniseries) - Paramount Network - John Erick Dowdle, Drew Dowdle, Salvatore Stabile, EPs

Feature Films Include:
THE JUNGLE BOOK (DFX Supervisor) - Disney - Jon Favreau, director
NO ESCAPE - The Weinstein Company - John Erick Dowdle, director
HANSEL AND GRETEL: WITCH HUNTERS - Paramount Pictures - Tommy Wirkola, director
THE HANGOVER PART II - Warner Bros. - Todd Phillips, director
PARANORMAL ACTIVITY 2 - Paramount Pictures - Tod Williams, director
ROBIN HOOD - Universal Pictures - Ridley Scott, director
THE BOOK OF ELI - Warner Bros. - The Hughes Brothers, director
PUBLIC ENEMIES - Universal Pictures - Michael Mann, director
IMAGINE THAT - Paramount Pictures - Karey Kirkpatrick, director
DUPLICITY - Universal Pictures - Tony Gilroy, director
TROPIC THUNDER - DreamWorks/Paramount Pictures - Ben Stiller, director
RUSH HOUR III - New Line Cinema - Brett Ratner, director
HOW TO ROB A BANK - Rick Lashbrook Films/IFC First Take - Andrew Jenkins, director

As Sequence Supervisor:
THIS IS THE END - Columbia Pictures - Evan Goldberg, Seth Rogen, directors
42 - Warner Bros. - Brian Helgeland, director
PROMETHEUS - Twentieth Century Fox - Ridley Scott, director
ERAGON - Fox 2000 - Stefen Fangmeier, director
THE ISLAND - DreamWorks - Michael Bay, director
LEMONY SNICKET’S A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS - Paramount Pictures - Brad Silberling, director